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Abstract
Our group has been studying the molecular mechanisms underlying endocytosis. A key �nding 
has been the discovery that Rab5 is necessary for the biogenesis of the entire endo-lysosomal 
pathway. Rab5 regulates endosome fusion via the recruitment of tethering e�ectors such as 
EEA1. Upon binding, Rab5 induces an allosteric conformational change on EEA1, from extended 
to �exible, generating an entropic collapse force that helps pulling the membranes together. 
Focusing on the liver tissue, we are now using a multi-scale approach, i.e. from the molecular to 
the tissue scale, to unravel the mechanisms underlying liver tissue organization and 
regeneration. By confocal imaging and image analysis, we have reconstructed the 3D structure 
of mouse liver tissue and performed a morphometric analysis of hepatocytes, bile canaliculi (BC) 
and sinusoidal networks. The resulting geometric model has revealed rules whereby the 
hepatocytes and endothelial cells interact to form the architecture of the liver tissue. Using a 
combined experiment-theory approach we found a requirement of BC contractility for bile �ow 
and discovered that the mechanical properties of the BC network play a role in liver 
regeneration.
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